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Big Ideas Card 
 

Big Ideas of Lesson 6, Unit 5 

 At their height, the great empires of Era 3 covered large expanses of territory 

in Afroeurasia and shared some common characteristics, including the 

development of science, engineering, and governmental systems, as well as 

extensive trade networks. 

 

 The Mayan civilization of Mesoamerica shared some of the characteristics, but 

was different in important ways and was not an empire. 

 

 These empires eventually declined and fell because they grew too large to 

control, they faced invasions and conflict with nomadic societies, and they 

were weakened by internal problems like corruption and social unrest.   
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Word Cards 
 
Word cards from previous lessons used in this lesson: 

 Mesoamerica – World Card #28 from Lesson 4 
 

    34 
epidemic   
 

the spread of an 
infectious disease 
through many people in one area during a 
specific time period 

 

Example:  An epidemic of smallpox killed 
many Native Americans when Europeans 
began to colonize the Americas. 

(SS070506) 

35 
corruption 
 
dishonest action by 
those in power  
 
Example: The official was accused of 
corruption after stealing tax money meant 
for schools. 

(SS070506) 

36 
border 

 
the defined 
geographic 
boundary of a 
state, nation, empire, etc. 

 
Example: The borders of the Roman 
Empire stretched across Europe, into 
Asia, and down into North Africa. 

(SS070506) 

37 
rebellion   

 
violent or open 
resistance (fighting 
against) an existing 
government 
 
Example: The slave Spartacus led a 
rebellion against the Roman Empire. 
 

(SS070506) 
38 
tax  
 

when a government  
requires people and/or 
organizations to make 
contributions of money or goods to fund 
the government 
 

Example: The farmers had to give the 
empire some of their grain as a tax. 
 

(SS070506) 

39 
drought   
 
an extended period 
of dry weather 
 
Example: During the drought, there was 
no rain for months and many of the 
farmer’s crops died. 
 
 

(SS070506) 
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Student Handout 1 – The Fall of Classical Empires in Afroeurasia 

Read each section with the following question in mind to focus your reading: 

 What were the main reasons these powerful empires fell apart during Era 3? 
 

After reading each section, jot down some notes that can help you answer that question.  Try to summarize key ideas 

about why each empire fell apart. 

The Fall of the Han Empire: 

The Han Empire began to lose power and control of its territory around 100 CE.  Natural disasters, including 

epidemics, droughts, and floods, hurt farm production and also killed many people, and many peasants were left 

hungry and without work.  They began to rebel in different parts of the empire.  At the same time, the borders of the 

empire were under attack by the Huns, a society of nomadic warriors, and so the empire began taxing people more 

to pay for a larger army.  The combination of more taxes and less food made people even more upset, and the 

rebellions increased, weakening the power of the central government.  The army was then also sent to stop the 

rebellions, and so it became overextended.   

Corruption in the government bureaucracy made matters worse.  During these times of crisis, some officials were 

keeping part of the tax money they collected for themselves.  Of course, as the people who paid the taxes learned 

about this over time, they became even angrier.  Faced with natural disasters, rebellions from within, enemies from 

outside, and corruption in their own system, the Han Empire became very weak.  Many members of powerful families 

abandoned the government and tried to escape or hide with their families.  Government began to break down, and 

by 220 CE, the Han Empire was no more. 

Although the Han Empire fell, other empires emerged later in China, and they benefitted from the systems and 

culture that previous empires and dynasties had developed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Reasons why the Han Empire fell (in my own words): 
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The Fall of the Roman Empire 

At the height of empire, Rome controlled a huge expanse of territory.  The borders of these lands began to be 

attacked by different groups of people the Romans considered “barbarians.”  The Huns from Central Asia were 

included in these groups, along with warriors from different Germanic tribes.  The vast borders and numerous 

enemies meant that Rome needed an even bigger army, and they paid for this army with more and more taxes on the 

common people.  As everyday Romans paid more taxes, wealthy Romans lived in even more luxury and enjoyed 

greater privileges.   

At the same time, disease, which likely began to spread through Rome because of the large and active trade 

networks, also weakened Rome by killing off many people.  Drought and overuse of the land in some areas made 

farming difficult as well.  Facing diseases and more taxes, and seeing the rich people enjoy themselves as if there 

were no problems, the working people of Rome began to resent this system and lose respect for the empire.  As the 

rich and powerful focused on their own needs, they also seemed to stop supporting public projects and cultural 

development.   

As the empire weakened, the Germanic tribes to the north (Visigoths, Vandals, etc.) began to move into Roman 

territory and take over different regions, taking advantage of the growing weakness of the empire.   

Farmers and working people in Rome began to look to local rulers and their militias for protection as the central 

government lost control.  The emperor Diocletian blamed Christians for these problems, and began to persecute 

them in an effort to strengthen the government.  When that didn’t work, a new emperor, Constantine, converted to 

Christianity and began to promote Christianity across Rome.  He also moved the capital of the empire from the city of 

Rome to Constantinople.   

Still under attack from the Germanic armies though, the empire split into two, and eventually the western half of the 

Roman Empire was completely taken over by 476 CE.  The eastern part of Rome became what is known as the 

Byzantine Empire and continued to exist for some time afterwards.  In the lands of the west though, the systems of 

the Roman Empire almost completely disappeared.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reasons why the Roman Empire fell (in my own words): 
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The Fall of the Gupta Empire: 

During the Gupta Empire, the Gupta rulers did not have complete control over their whole empire.  They allowed 

local leaders to control different regions in order to keep them loyal.  This helped maintain the empire, but it also 

gave lots of different people power over different areas of the empire.   

The Huns, the nomadic pastoralist society from Central Asia that was spreading into the lands of the major empires, 

also began to move into what is now India.  The lack of central control over their whole territory made it hard for the 

Guptas to defend the whole empire.  The Huns invaded one region at a time, and because these areas were spread 

out, and because there was no good communication system, no unified defense against the Huns was ever organized 

by the Gupta Empire.  Under this attack by the Huns, the Guptas lost control over these regions and the empire 

quickly began to unravel.   

After the Gupta Empire fell apart around 550 CE, the Huns stayed and began to become part of the existing societies.  

Control over India remained divided among local rulers for a long time once the Gupta fell.   Even so, Indian culture 

and religion stayed important, and Hinduism, which recognized and honored warriors more than Buddhism, began to 

have more influence in India.   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summaries based on the following accounts: 

 http://www.historyhaven.com/APWH/Decline_of_%20classical_civilizations.htm 

 http://hendry-schools.org/education/components/whatsnew/default.php?sectiondetailid=23863 

 http://mrparkswikis.wikispaces.com/Fall+of+the+Classical+Roman,+Han,+and+Gupta+Empires 

 

Reasons why the Gupta Empire fell (in my own words): 

http://www.historyhaven.com/APWH/Decline_of_%20classical_civilizations.htm
http://hendry-schools.org/education/components/whatsnew/default.php?sectiondetailid=23863
http://mrparkswikis.wikispaces.com/Fall+of+the+Classical+Roman,+Han,+and+Gupta+Empires
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Based on the summaries of why these three empires fell, complete the chart below.  In the first column are some of 

the different problems that some (or all) of these empires faced.  For each problem, work with a partner to 

determine if it was: 

 Internal (coming from inside the empire) 

 External (coming from outside the empire) 
Place a check mark in the column for Internal or External based on what you think. 

Then, code each problem using the letters below.  For example, if you think a problem had to do with economics, put 

an E in the “Type of Problem” column.  You can use more than one code for a factor if you think more than one 

applies.   

 E=Economic (having to do with trade, production, taxes, etc.) 

 P=Political (having to do with laws, government, military conflict, etc.) 

 S=Social (having to do with social hierarchies and levels, inequality, etc.) 

 C=Cultural (having to do with belief systems, ways of living, etc.) 

 N=Natural Environment (coming in some way from the natural environment) 
 

Finally, write in the names of the empires that experienced each particular problem (this might include one of the 

empires, two of them, or all three). 

Problems that were key 
factors in the fall of 
empires 

Internal External Type of 
Problem (E,P, 
S, C, or N) 

Which empires did 
this apply to? 

Taxes 
 

    
 
 

Corruption 
 

    
 
 

Warfare 
 

    
 
 

Drought and/or floods 
 

    
 
 

Social unrest / rebellion 
 

    
 
 

Disease 
 
 

    
 
 

Invasions from outside 
forces 
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Student Handout 2:  The Fall of the Maya 

Read the short article below.  As you read, think about how the fall of the Mayan civilization was both different from 

and similar to the fall of the Roman, Han, and Gupta Empires.   

Mysterious Decline of the Maya 

From the late eighth through the end of the ninth century, something unknown 

happened to shake the Maya civilization to its foundations. One by one, the Classic 

cities in the southern lowlands were abandoned, and by A.D. 900, Maya civilization 

in that region had collapsed. The reason for this mysterious decline is unknown, 

though scholars have developed several competing theories. 

Some believe that by the ninth century the Maya had exhausted the environment 

around them to the point that it could no longer sustain a very large population. Other 

Maya scholars argue that constant warfare among competing city-states led the 

complicated military, family (by marriage) and trade alliances between them to break 

down, along with the traditional system of dynastic power. As the stature of the holy 

lords diminished, their complex traditions of rituals and ceremonies dissolved into 

chaos. Finally, some catastrophic environmental change--like an extremely long, 

intense period of drought--may have wiped out the Classic Maya civilization. Drought 

would have hit cities like Tikal--where rainwater was necessary for drinking as well 

as for crop irrigation--especially hard. 

All three of these factors--overpopulation and overuse of the land, endemic warfare 

and drought--may have played a part in the downfall of the Maya in the southern 

lowlands. In the highlands of the Yucatan, a few Maya cities--such as Chichén Itzá, 

Uxmal and Mayapán--continued to flourish in the Post-Classic Period (A.D. 900-

1500). By the time the Spanish invaders arrived, however, most Maya were living in 

agricultural villages, their great cities buried under a layer of rainforest green.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: http://www.history.com/topics/maya 

 
 
 

http://www.history.com/topics/maya
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Complete the Graphic Organizer: 
 
 

Turn and Talk:  What did the fall of the Mayan civilization have in common with the fall of the 
empires?  What was different? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• 1)

• 2)

• 3)

Three causes

Collapse of the 
Mayan Civilization

What the 
Spaniards found
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Student Handout 3- Causes and Effects of the Fall of Empires 

 

 

• 1)

• 2)

• 3)

Causes

• Rome

• Han

• Gupta

Fall of Empires
• 1)

• 2)

• 3)

Effects


